Dodgy Rosaries
This is another very short video about some satanic rosaries, which I
want to alert you about, because I have often recommended that for a
free rosary, you simply go online and Google: ‘free rosary’. However, a
subscriber sent me a video which shows there are satanic rosaries
being handed out and these are very cheap, plastic rosaries, but they
contain a lot of demonic images, and I know, for example, if you watch
Jonathon Kleck, he is quick to point out, where satanic images have
infiltrated the Catholic Church, and this is a good example.
Let's take a close look at the crucifix on this particular plastic rosary.

First of all, we notice that the body of Jesus is very small in relationship
to the rest of the cross. But the cross, itself is dominated by these
outside additions, which are in the shape of pentagrams, and therefore
we find four, very prominent satanic images.
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And within each of these pentagrams contains the head of a demon.
Let's take a closer look.

Now I suppose, whoever designed this, might say this is an angel's
face, but those sure look like demon's horns protruding from a demon's
head. Even the medallion which connects the three cords is very
questionable.

It looks as if Jesus is giving ‘the finger’ with His left hand, and making
the ‘devil's horn’ sign with His right hand. So, if you find any rosaries
like this, they must be discarded.
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I went down to my local Parish church, after watching my subscriber's
video, and I found four of these satanic rosaries, which I immediately
removed. And I said to myself: ‘well maybe I'd better look at my own
collection of rosaries’. I have about 30, and sure enough, one of those
was a satanic rosary. So, like me, you must throw these out. They are
evil; they are a plan from Satan to infiltrate the Catholic Church, as he
has tried, on so many other occasions.
So, in conclusion I want to thank my subscriber for pointing me to that
video. You can find it, maybe under ‘Dodgy Rosaries’, although if you
type in that name, it doesn't necessarily come up. In any case, thanks
again; and don’t forget, get rid of those bad rosaries.
This is a short postscript to my video, because I want to tell my
subscribers that I am uploading new content to my backup channel,
and currently I am reading my book, ‘Revelation Unraveled’. I've done
the first two chapters so far. So, if you are interested, I will be adding
new content to my ‘William Tapley’ backup channel, and you can find
my ‘William Tapley’ channel under the subscription list on my
‘thirdeaglebooks’ channel.
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